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A Short Overview of the Game
Settle Catan!

You begin with a small Principality. Your two Settlements are worth 1 Victory Point each. Earn 10 more and you will win!

Throw both dice to begin your turn. The results affect both players. The Event die causes a random event. The Production die
causes the production of resources. The storage of resources is recorded using the Region cards. The symbols on the lower
edge of each card show whether there are zero, one, two or three units of the appropriate resource stored there. When
resources are produced or consumed, the Region card is rotated. Of course, you can also play cards from your hand.

You may play Action cards against your opponent, and you may develop your own principality. To expand your principality,
you first lay a Road, then a new Settlement. New Region cards are laid near these Settlements thereby increasing your
resource production. Settlements (worth 1 Victory Point) can be upgraded to Cities (worth 2 Victory Points). Additional
upgrades bring more Victory Points. However, commercial success and Knightly prowess also influence Victory Points. The
“Knight” and “Mill” tokens are each worth 1 Victory Point, and their owners are hard to beat. When you end your turn, you
replace the cards you have played, drawing from one of the Development stacks. Then your opponent’s turn begins.
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Laying Out the Playing Area
1. Sort out the 18 cards showing a shield symbol on the back.

       
2. Each player takes the 9 cards showing his own coat of
arms (either red/white or red/black) for his starting line up.
Each player lays his 9 cards in front of him.

1. The Main Road is in the center.
2. One Settlement is laid on each side of the Main Road.
3. The 6 Region cards are laid diagonally adjacent to the

Settlements, in the positions marked by the letter R on
the diagram. Which Region is placed in each location
is up to the player. Leave a little space between the
cards, so that you can rotate them.

    

IMPORTANT: Place the Region cards so that the single resource symbol is on the
lower edge. This shows that one resource unit is available on each Region card.
3. Preparing the Draw Stacks        
There are three general types of cards: Event, Expansion and Development.
• Event cards:

Event cards have a question mark depicted on their backs and blue text fields on their faces. They are played only when
called for by the Event die roll.

• Expansion cards:
There are four types of Expansion card: Roads, Settlements, Cities and Regions. Expansion cards symbolize the territories
of your principality. The backs of Region cards depict a tree. The backs of Road, Settlement, and City cards depict roads,
settlements, and cities (respectively), along with some smaller symbols whose purpose is described later. When players
purchase Expansion cards, they draw them from these stacks. How and when each of these types of cards are played is
described later.

• Development cards:
There are three types of Development card: Territorial Upgrade cards (with green text fields), City Upgrade cards (with
red text fields) and Action cards (with yellow text fields). Development cards are used to develop the territories of your
principality. Their backs have no depictions. These cards make up the players’ hands.

The Event, Expansion and Development cards are sorted face-down. The Event, Road, Settlement, City and Region cards
are sorted into 5 separate stacks. The stacks are laid face-down in a line between the players. The Development cards are
separated into 5 roughly equal stacks and laid face-down in line with the other stacks of cards. All the stacks of cards are
available for use by both players.

R R R

RRR
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4. The two dice (Event and Production), together with the
Mill and Knight tokens, are laid ready for use.
5. Each player draws 3 cards as follows:
Determine who will take the first turn as active player by
rolling the numbered die. That player picks one of the five
Development card stacks, looks through it, and selects 3
cards to constitute his hand. His opponent chooses a
different stack (one of the four remaining Development
card stacks), and likewise chooses 3 as his hand. The
sequence of the cards remaining in the Development
stacks must not be altered while choosing the cards. The
stacks are then put back where they came from. Players
should keep their card hands concealed.
Tip: For beginners, it is recommended that you select
Territorial Upgrade cards (the cards with green text fields)
when building your initial hand.

Object of the Game:
To be the first player to achieve 12 Victory Points (VPs).

Gameplay Overview
This is a quick overview.  Detailed descriptions follow.
The players take alternating turns. The active player rolls
both the Event and Production dice at the same time. The
results of this roll apply to both players.
1. Both players must first resolve the Event die-roll.
2. Both players must then record resource production.
3. The active player may now execute the following

actions in any order:
 Play Action cards.
 Trade resources.
 Expand his principality.
 Develop his principality.

4. The active player replenishes his hand (normally
bringing it up to 3 cards) or exchanges a card.

Now the active player’s turn ends, and his opponent’s turn
as active player begins.

Throughout the game, both players must determine:

1. Who has the strongest force of Knights:
The symbol for Knight’s strength is the
iron glove. The associated black
number gives the Strength Points. If a player has more
Strength Points than his opponent, he has the strongest
force of Knights at his disposal, and receives the
Knight token, worth 1 VP. The token is placed on one
of his Settlements or Cities.

2. Who has the commercial advantage: The
symbol for commercial advantage is the
Mill in a circle. Each such symbol on a
card constitutes a Commerce Point. A player must
have more Commerce Points than his opponent, and
he must have a City in his principality in order to take
possession of the Mill token, worth 1 VP. The token is
then placed on one of his Cities.

These tokens and the associated VPs can change
ownership as the players’ Strength and Commerce Points
change.

Note: If no player has more Strength or Commerce Points
than the other, neither player can have the corresponding
token. If such a stalemate arises during the course of play,
the appropriate token must be placed to one side.

A few words about Region card terminology:

Region cards produce resources which are used to
purchase some Development cards as well as the other
Expansion cards.

Region Resource

Mountains Ore
Hills Brick
Fields Wheat
Pastures Wool
Forests Timber
Streams Gold
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Gameplay in Detail
1. Resolving the Event Die Roll
a) The Tournament

When the Tournament symbol is rolled, both players
add up the Tournament Points (red numbers) on the
Knight cards in front of them. The highest total wins
and receives as a reward any one resource unit. That

is, he turns one of his Region cards to the next higher
number. If both players have an equal number of
Tournament Points, neither receives a reward. The player
who loses the tournament does not give up any resources.
b) Advantageous Trade

When the Commerce symbol is rolled, the player
holding the Mill token takes a resource unit from
his opponent. Both must rotate an appropriate
Region card.

IMPORTANT: If neither player holds the Mill token, this
Event has no effect. As long as a player has no City, his
Commerce Points do not count. Commerce Points only
count when the player has a City.
c) Robber Assault

When the Robber Assault symbol is rolled, each
player counts the resources on his Region cards. A
player with more than 7 units loses all his Ore and
Wool.

IMPORTANT: Land cards protected by an adjacent
Befestigtes Lager (Fortified Warehouse) are excluded from
the resource total.
d) Successful Year

When the Successful Year symbol is rolled, each
player receives one resource of his choice.

e) Event card
When the Event symbol is rolled, the active player
takes the top card from the Event stack and reads it
aloud. The instructions must be carried out, then the
card is replaced at the bottom of the stack. Event
cards affect both players

Note: If, due to an Event card, a player holds more than the
allowed hand limit, he must immediately discard the
surplus, replacing them under one of the 5 Development
stacks. He can choose which cards to discard.

2. Recording Resource Production
The Production die-roll affects both players. All Region
cards bearing a number matching the die-roll receive 1
resource unit.

           

When a Region card receives a resource unit, it must be
rotated to show on its lower edge the next higher number
of resource symbols. If a player uses a resource unit, the
corresponding Region card must be rotated to show the
next lower number of resource symbols. No more than 3
resource units can be stored on a Region card.

Example: A player has two Mountain cards, numbered
“5” and “2”. The 5-Mountain already has 3 units, the
2-Mountain only has 1. The player rolls a “5”. He receives
no Ore, as the Mountain numbered “5” already has the
maximum. An overflow to the 2-Mountain is not possible.

3. Main Play Phase
The active player may execute the following actions in any
order:

• Play Action Cards
Cards which have yellow text fields are called Action
cards. These cards cost nothing to play. A player can play
one or more Action cards in his turn, laying them face-up
on the table and immediately following the instructions. If
the card does not specify when it may be played, it can be
used at any time during one’s own turn. Once played,
Action cards are discarded and cannot be used again during
the course of the game.
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Important: Action cards may not be played until each
player has had a turn.

If a player exceeds his hand limit due to the use of Action
cards he must immediately discard the excess cards and
replace them under one of the five Development card
stacks. He can choose which cards to discard.

Two of the Action cards can be played out of turn in order
to immediately counter the effects of offensive Action
cards played by one’s opponent. These two “counter” cards
are the Bischof (Bishop) and the Kräuterhexe (Herb Witch).

• Trade Resources
 A player can exchange resources with his opponent at

any time. There are no constraints on trade.
 A player can also engage in trade within his own

principality. He spends three similar resources by
reducing the number of symbols displayed on the
corresponding Region card(s), and receives any 1
resource of his choice, which he must also
accommodate on a corresponding Region card. This
3:1 exchange rate lasts until the advent of a Trading
Fleet improves it to 2:1.
Example: A player with a Holz-Handelsflotte
(Timber Trading Fleet) can always trade, within his
principality, 2 units of Timber for 1 unit of any other
resource.

• Expand Your Principality
General rule: All cards that have
resource symbols in the top left corner,
can only be played when the player pays
these resources. The player plays the
card from his hand onto the table in his
principality, and pays the required
resources.
Example: Whoever plays the Knight Götz Eisenfaust
(Götz Ironfist) must pay 2 Wheat, 2 Wool and 2 Ore. That
means that he must rotate the corresponding Region
cards (Fields, Pastures and Mountains) and reduce each
by two resource units.

The player can build any number of things as long as the
necessary resources and building locations are available.

When building a Road, Settlement or City, take the
corresponding card from the appropriate stack. The
building cost is shown on the back of the card. The player
lays these cards in his principality. Roads, Settlements
and Cities can only be placed in the middle row.

Roads: You must always start by building a
Road next to a Settlement. This makes it
possible to build a new
Settlement. Two Roads

cannot be built next to each other.

Settlements: When a Settlement is built, two
face-down cards must immediately be drawn
from the Region card stack. The two Region
cards are laid in the upper and lower rows,

diagonally next to the Settlement. The player chooses
which card goes above, and which below. New Region
cards always enter play with zero resources. Each
Settlement is worth 1 VP.

New
Region cards

Cities: When a City is played, it is laid on top
of the Settlement that is being upgraded. The
Settlement card remains underneath. Each City
is worth 2 VPs.

Hint: In contrast to the boardgame “Settlers of Catan”, a
City does not double the resources produced.
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• Develop Your Principality
Settlements and Cities can be upgraded. These upgrade
cards, with green or red text fields, are placed directly
above or below the Settlement or City.

Settlements: Each Settlement can only take 2
upgrades, and only upgrades with green text
fields. One upgrade will be placed above the
Settlement, the other below.

Cities: Each City can
take 4 upgrades of
either type; 2 above
the City and 2 below.
The City upgrades
(those with red text
fields) are not
allowed for
Settlements.

Territorial upgrade cards (Green text fields): These
upgrades for Settlements and Cities comprise either Unit
cards (Knights or Fleets) or Building cards, (For example,
Kloster (Cloister), Sägewerk (Sawmill), etc.). Territorial
upgrades must be placed next to the corresponding
Region card, in order to function. So for example, the
Sägewerk (Sawmill) must be placed next to a Timber
card, so that the yield from this Region will be doubled. If
the Sägewerk (Sawmill) was placed between two Timber
cards, the yield from both would be doubled.

City upgrade cards (Red text fields): These can only be
placed near Cities. These cards either provide additional
VPs or Commerce Points. All City upgrade cards are
Building cards.

4. Drawing Cards
• Replenishing Your Hand
At the end of his turn, and only then, a player can
replenish his hand. Unless modified by cards during the
course of the game, hand size is limited to 3 cards. If he
has the necessary cards face-up in his principality, for
example the Kloster (Cloister) card, he can replenish to
more than 3 cards.

There are two ways to replenish:
1. The player draws the top card from one of the

Development stacks, and takes it into his hand.
2. The player spends any two resources (similar or

different), and selects one of the Development stacks.
He inspects all the cards in that stack and takes one
into his hand. Then he replaces the stack, face-down.
Important: While looking through the stack, the order
of the cards must not be altered. The stack can never
be shuffled.

If the player may take more than one card, he must choose
one of the above two possibilities for each card.

Example: A player must draw three cards to replenish his
hand. First, he spends 2 resources and searches stack A
for a card. Then he spends 2 more to search stack B. Last,
he draws the top card from stack A, without paying. He
already looked at this card during his first search.

• Exchanging a Card
If a player does not need to replenish his hand, he can
exchange at most one of his cards. He slips a card from
his hand face-down under the Development stack from
which he intends to draw a card. Then he can take a new
card using one of the two methods above.
Important: Newly acquired cards cannot be played in the
same turn. The player’s turn ends when he replenishes his
hand. His opponent’s turn then begins.

End of the Game
The game ends the moment a player reaches 12 VPs.
Tip: When learning the game, play for fewer VPs.
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“Read Me”

In addition to this document, there are 7 others which you
may find useful:

Card Descriptions Base Set
Instructions Theme Sets
Card Descriptions Handel & Wandel
Card Descriptions Politik & Intrige
Card Descriptions Ritter & Händler
Card Descriptions Wissenschaft & Fortschritt
Card Descriptions Zauberer & Drachen

All of these documents are American English translations of
the instructions and card descriptions for the German edition
of Die Siedler von Catan: Das Kartenspiel.

Instructions for use:

All of the documents have been sized so that they can be cut
to fit inside the game packaging. The final size of each page
should be 7.25 inches high by 7.5 inches wide.

Cut one half inch off the left side, the right side and the top
of each page. Cut 3.25 inches off the bottom of each page.

I recommend that you print the instructions in color. When
you want to find a card description while playing the game,
color images will greatly facilitate doing so.

Credits:

These documents are based largely on translations done by
Peter Card, Philip Homatidis, Chris Farrell and Richard
Ingram. Many, many thanks to them.

After running into a few discrepancies between the different
translations (as well as finding some card descriptions
which left out significant bullet items), I decided to check
the translations for all the sets against the German originals,
sentence by sentence.

I used Alta Vista’s Babel Fish translator for most of it.
When Babel Fish didn’t yield clear enough results, I used
Sail Labs’ T1 translator. Often this would offer a different
enough translation that the intended meaning became clear.
For individual words which neither translator could handle,
I used the web-trans Dictionary at Clausthal University of
Technology.

Background for these translations:

When I first got the game, I found myself trying to match
the translated instructions with the diagrams and other
graphics in the original German instructions booklets. To
make it easier to learn the game, I scanned in the graphics
and inserted them into the translations.

One of the problems I ran into when I was learning the
game was that Peter Card’s translation of the Base game
instructions used different names from Philip Homatidis’s
card labels (and both used different terminology from Chris
Farrell’s and Richard Ingram’s translations of the Theme set
instructions). I’ve re-worked the translations so that the
instructions for the various sets all use uniform terminology.
I haven’t seen Mayfair’s English version of the Base set (the
only English language set available at this time), so my
choices for the card titles are arbitrary.

I put English translation stickers on the cards from the Base
set but I soon found that the stickers interfered with
shuffling and that the stickers began to show signs of wear
right away. Besides, I felt the stickers interfered with the
aesthetics of the cards, and most of the cards depict symbols
which make their purposes evident. I removed the stickers
and set about learning to play without them. It turned out to
be pretty easy, and I find mispronounced German card
names more fun than the English translations.

I put the German card titles first (followed in parentheses by
their English translations) in order to facilitate looking up
card descriptions by their German titles.

This document is not a verbatim translation. It’s not even
new material, for the most part. While I did translate the
original instructions sentence by sentence, I did so only to
ensure that no significant points were misrepresented or
omitted from the existing English instructions. Where
necessary, I made changes. What items do I consider
significant? Any item which might conceivably relate to
gameplay.

All this, just because I’m too impatient to wait for Mayfair
to publish the Theme sets in English.  — S. G. Hughes
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